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Abstract

In this brief paper we outline the conceptual and theoretical

implications of employing different functional models of social change at

the community level. In particular we explore the ramifications of additive,

multiplicative, and mixed models in suchLresearch. Suggestions are made as

"to the appropriate functional forms to be utilized'in studies of change.
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Additive, Multiplicative, and Mixed Models

For Studying Community'Change

Introduction

In,thts brief paper we will examine the conceptual implicatioris of

several models for studying social change where the.unit of analysis is the

community. While no new theoretical or methodological ground is broken, we

will recommend a class of models which infrequently appear in the sociological

literature yet are well-suited for representing social change. SpectfiCally

we will argue that it is conceptually reasonable to view social change as

a contingent process where the initial state of development interacts with

change agents to producd a new stage of development. Furthermore, wa wilt

contend that change agents themselves do not operate in isolation, but in a

complementary fathion.producing social change.

Some Preliminaries

ti

Let us assume that interest is6Tocused bn explaining change in a

dependent variable Y over some period of time.' Without loss of generality

we will assume that Y is measured on a set of n communities at two points

in time: its curre/nt value Y
t
and its base period value Y

t-1
.

1

Change in Y

is define as the simple difference between these twc values,

t-1
AY - Y.

change in the
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amount- of

the amount
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of change in the jth of k independent variables in the ith community,

t - 1

AXij = xit
j

- Xij i (2)

j= 1,2,...,k

While the basic argument is that a is some fLihction,of these AXk's, given

our imperfect knowledge it is unlikely that we can specify the exact

determinants of AY. It this instance it may be more realistic to assume that

one or more important independent-variables'have ben inadvertently excluded

from the model. The effects of these excluded variables can be summarized

into one term, ui. The argument is, then, that change in the dependent

variable is some function of changes irk a set df independent vafiabls

social change agents --- and a disturbance term representing the coil-ective

effects of excluded,variables (deleting the community subsCripts):

AY = f(LX1, 1X2, , (3)

From this specification two questions arise. First, what sort of.functional

form should be used to link AY to the predetermining variables? Second, is .-

the expression on the r.h.s. of'(3) complete; in other' words, are there

additidnal terms which should be included,along with the predetermini6g

variables already in the equation?

Let us address the latter issue first since the remainder of the paper

will be devoted to the former. We argue that the r.h.s. of :3) not

'canolte bedause it states that the amount of change in the- Dependent yariable
, z

t
is unaffected by the in- tial level of the dependent variab-e Y

-1
. We'do

not find this assumption very plausible. Rather we believe as a broad principle

that the amount of change will depend on the state of the community in the

base period t-1. For example, it could beanticipated thatthe Aegree'of,

4



change in aggregate educational attainthent in a c mmunity is inversely

related to-the level o1 education in the'base period. It would be expected

,

that communities with high levels'of educational attainment would, ceteris

paribus, experience less change in education than communities with lo erN

aggregate education at the initial period. In a sense we are osi n a

"ceiling" effect such that there is' an inverse relationship between a change

in Y and its initial value. At a more general level, we believe that in most

situations it woul'd be difficult to argue that the amount of change

independentof the base period value of the dependent variable.

Given this position (3) must be re-specified to includ9 the t-1 'calue

of the dependent variable,

AL
f(yt.".1.

i

AV
A LAVI, 29,... ; u) (4)

NOw that-the terms in the function have been identified, ar accrooriSte-form

to be employed'in analysis must be 'elected./

Functional -Forms

Linear, AJd'7've Models. The simpliest change model woul/ ...Tress AY as

a linear, ac. tivF, "-unction of the initial value of Y, :har :he

independer7

The part-

and the disturbance term:
2

+ 61Ax1 + a2Ax, +... akAxk u

0
of AY with respect, to the predeter Iriables

3AY

r

( 5

(6)

show that the eff-. of the kth social .change agent, as denc i b. she partial

J.



derivative of Ay with respect to ',6,Xk, is a' constant forfor all of the k
. .

independent4ariabTeSSimilarly, theeffect of the base period value of the

dependent variable is'a. constant: FuTth,t',the effects of the predetermining,

variables are' additive: the'effect of an explanatory variable does not .

depend, nor is contingent,'upon any OfIthe "pining variables in the model.

These character'istics of the linear, additive model are also obvious

when (5) is re- written so that only the current value ofY pears on the

1 . h .s . :

Y
t
= a + (r+1)Y t-1

+ R1 X1 + a2Ax2 + + f3,

e:pressidn shows that after an adjustment is _se persio

e of Y; the current value of-the dependent variah Itiv-
,

71ination of the seperate effects of each of/the

In sum, although the yinear, additive model haE -7D1-

ince, it is restrictive and its'implicit under1,1,- theore.

unrealistic and unacceptable..-The/Model preser. A in'(E :Mates

:ha .ne social change agents do not interact with one another, that th-
,

cf thes4 agents are not conditioned by the initial sta-:a of the

commu'itj, and lastly, that the social change effects are constant thro. :-ut

their range. Since we do not believe that any of these three propositio:

are r asonable for most studies of social/change, the linear, additive

is re:Jected as being a viable representation.

Mixed Models. Many of the limitations of t'he linear, additive model

Can be rectified by introducing multiplIcative interaction terms into the

function. The interactive model ef social change is composed of a mixture of

additive and multiplicative terms. For simplicity's sajgre, and without loss of
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'generality, let us assume that'we are dealing with only two indep
j)ndent-

change agents, AX1.and AX;-and that we believe.that there are significant

interaction effects along AX2, AX,, and Y
t-1

-,roducing.change in Y, whence
.

AY = a + rYt-1 +:131AXr 31 Tt-1' 026X2

03(AXI) (A:N2 (L

Here al, e2, and F are the "ma'

action parameters'. In this mc'_: we ir

-teractions as well as the inter 4' 1

L

e interactions between 0X1 and and and ' well as

three-way interaction, are especially re _n man, .antes it is

:he state of.tbe cothmunity in the base perloc qr. provide:.. 2 stimulus

for social change. For example, if Y -s the --ter rate, -titularly

large value at t-1 may encourage the introcuc7iv -f social mange acrIts

designed.to reduce the severity of the problem. '_11 this-example there would

be interaction among these agents and the level poverty in tne base

period, t-1. In fact, any time- change in the chan,!e agents is

k
stimulated- by the initial, level of the depencent variable, there exists

interaction effects such as these.

Some of the conceptual implications of 7hismixed model are revealed

by inspecting the partial dpriv'ati es of (8)

MY
r + 01(0x1) + 02(0X2),+ 04(Ax1,(Ax2)

MY
81

ei(yt-1)
+ 03(AX2) + 04(AX21(Yt-1)

MY fyt-1

T ia7 132 02 )

n'

X1) 4. 04(P2,1)
t-1

)

O .

(10)



(9) shows

variable

their.interac

. ,e/

effect of the b& lark d valu'of dependent

aries accordi the values o- X2,_,AX2, and

larly,:(10) _ JS that the effect of the first

independent va. iabl, AY/36.X2)4 is -ear combinatior of a constant and

the effects o' ,2,
-1

; and the action between- and Y
t71

..Likewise,

1
(11) shows thi The ef-ect of the social char.7..H agent'is a linear

,

function of
t-

and their ir77 --tion.'

In mix C:= ,S it is clearly -7Cr: sible, as snown by these partial

derivative

simultaneo_

citcuss the effects :nese Social cage agent without.,

coisicering the valu, the other soc1:11 change agents as

well as the Jtate of 7.ne community .n base period, t-1..While mixed'

/models are attractive, there is another set of interactive models which'
I

also merit consideration.'

Multiplicative Models. Fully multiplicative models, als knpwn as Cobb-
.

Douglas models, posit that the depend.ent variable-is

f

a mul(lplicative,

complementary furctionpf the predetermining variables in.the model rather

than an additive combination of "main" effectsand interactions. Again

restricting attention to the situation where there are only -two independent

variables, the multiplicatie model of change would be

AltAx )
kT J(LA1) lU (12)

The, coefficients of this,,model have a straightforeward interpretation as

elasticities. T is the percentage change fn AY assiciated with a 1% change

in "the base period value of Y. Similarly, ak is the perceritage change in AY

that would r it frorka 1% change in AXk. Also it should le-nOted that the

sum, of the r: -meters of the social change agents indicates whether AY changes

AV,



at anjncreasing. (11+;321 > 1) or de/reasing (!2+521 < -1) rate for changes

in the two-change agents.
V

Ais can be seen &Orr) the partial derivative.k of_ (12), the effect of any

one variable in the nodel is dependent upon the reliainin9'variables,

including the scaling factor (a):

ao
3yt-1 (a)(r)(yt-1

)

r-1
( 'ylxi)131(a2)

ate_ = (a)(Y t-1
) (at)(AxI)!1

)a2

3AY (a)0A-1)F ulx1)1 (52)(AX2)132-1

1

Comparing (13)-(15) with those of the mixed model, (9)-(11), shows that

in both models the effects of each predetermining variable on rare

conditioned by the remaining variables in the mel. Ths major difference

is that in the multiplicatiye,model the effect of y one variable is)

dependent on the interaction among all other Oredetermining varitbles

"whereas in the mixed model the effect is dependent upon an additive function

of main effects and interaction effects. c

While the multipljtatiAe model has certain. attractive features, such as

the interpretation of its parameters as elasticities, it does bring into

focus certain, issues whtth demand consideration,'First, since the model states
.

., .

that the.rocess generating change in Y is simultaneously coneingentCupon

-rk

all of the,predtermin,ing variables in the equation, the tack of change in.
....,

any one of the variables will 'produce no change. in the dependent variably. ..

i t
'Thin as C 12) shows -if ti4recit no, change in either of the soci-al ahange

. .
..... 9 .

agents, or if the base period value of the dependent variable is zero, change
o

...\--,
. ,

.i,

in Y-will also be 2erd.!This may or may not be a resondble specification ( v

/ f



depending on the4-sociological context of the research. Second, the model

does present some difficulties in estimation which can be shown by taking
_

:(12) and solving for- the current value.of-Y,.

-yt 4 yt-1 ((c)cyt-(o4)81.(Ax22u]

( .

This function is intrinsically nonlinear and can not be easily estimated

without employing an iterative nonlinear estimation solution.

An Alternative Specification

(16)

It could be a gued that communities are in a more-or-less constant

prated of change. If this position is assumed, then we may bye interested
0

\
in discovering, the reasons why communities change at different rates. That'

is, viyat are the determining factors which influence the rate of community

change. Now the appropriate depende t variable is no.longer AY, but

cytrft-1,
) the,rate of change in Y plus one).3 Clearly we could expriss

the rate_ of change as a linear, /additive function of Ahe predetermining

variables in'a model similar, to , but such a model would have the same
4

conceptual limitations as discussed in regard to (5).

As a better first approxiMation we could apply the Mixed model to this

new dependent variable:

1 t-1
Yt/Yt..- = a + rY

t-1
,i, f3lAx1 + 132a2 + pi(Axi)(Y-1) ) + G2(Lx2)(Y

t-1
)

, I' ..
:

. _ -+ 03(Axi)(x2) + 014(Axij)(N.
2)(yt-1)

(17)

,

4
...i

,
.., ,

In )this form we are arguing that the rate Of change in Y is a function of

the.s9cial change agents, -the base period value-of Y, and the interactions

among these predetermining variables.-The partial derivatives of this, model-

-stilar to those presented in (9)-(1T) and will, not be presented

1
121
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were. IfiS instructive to.take (17) and solve for the current value of

Y:

yt a(yt'l) Nyt:1)2
1(Ax1)(yt'1)

(AX2)Oft..1)2 02(AX2)(Yt-1)2 03(01)(AX2)01t71

94(al)(AX2)(Y
t-1

) V (18)

wherey = u(Y )."(18) shows that the mixed model of Change implies th4...ihe

current value of the dependent variable is a-function of the interaction of

Yt-1 with each of the predetermining variables. This futher implies that Yt

is not'only affected.bythe linear effects of Yt-1, but also the. quadratici__

effects. This may or May not be a reasonable specifjcationo? the process
.

by which current values of the dependent variable are generated, but-in'any
f

regard this specification appears to be SO_ complex as to inhibit a simple

tubstantWe interpretation of the mgdel's.parameters.

If we apply the fully multiplicative functional form-to:this dependent

variable,

ytyyt-1 a(y-1)F(Axi)f.31,(Ax2)82

and then 'solve for the current yalue of Y,

Y--=-,,a(Yt.-1)F4-1(AX3.)/31(;X2)/32

we find that r is the percentage, increase in the rate of change for a 1 %'

change in the base period value, yet4(r+1) is' the percentage change in the

1/4 t-1 4
current value,of Y given a 1% change inY. . Thus we can readily express

the effect of the initial period either in terms of the rate of change

'(Y
t
/Y

t-1
) or the current value, Y

t
. Furthermore, a comparjson Of these two

equations shows that Bk is the percentage change in either (Yt/Y1) or it.

(19)

(20)

4
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,.
.

z 'Hence we can readily interpret, the parameters of (19) either in terms of.

.... the,.ra'ti af change in the debendent,variable'or in terms of the current
.. ,

al.).*of Y,. In either -of(these instances the parameters f',etain their--

interketation as the percentage change in the dependent variable resulting

from a
,

I%' change in the predetermining variables. lb

Concluding Comments

We hre outlined,the features of three functional forms whiCh could ,be_fr

used to, study community change. Wflile by no means exhausting the potential

forms which could be employed, thes three have simple mathematical

properties which lend themselves to analysis. Regardls of the functional

arm chosen,-we argued that the base period valu "lef the dependent variable

should be included as one of the predetermining variables in the model.

We noted that researchers may be interestereither of two types of

variables: the amount of change in a depen qt'°Variable, AY, or theate

t t 1of change in the dependent variable, Y'./Y
. Regardless of which variable

is of intereet though, the linear, additive model has little to recommend
0

its .use. Although it is easily'estimated'and its parameters have a straight-
'

forward interpretation, this model is far too'res.trictive and implies

unreasonable conceptual limitations on the analysis. if the researcher is

interested in the amount of change (AY), then a "mixd",model seems to be

a reasonable functional form to- be employed. In this formulation the amount

of change is express0 as a function of the "Main" effects of the pre-

,

determining variables and their interaction terms. On the other hand, if

interest is on the rate of change, the-multiplicative form may be more

desirable.yIn this model' the' ate of change determined by the joint
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C
interaction among all the predetermining variables. One added advantage of

,

this specification is that its parameters have-a simple interpretation' as

-,,

the' percentage change in the dependent variable.resulting from a 1% change

. in the predermining variables.

While it would be impossible for us to specify' a'suitable functional

form ,tha is applicable to al 1' substantive research problems, the mixed

and multiplicative model's S'eeli like reasonable choias for wide variety

of research 'problems.

2



0 Notes

.

1

Without loss of generality the arguments presented here can/
extended to models with stintly-dependent variables as well, as mod ls
involving more than two paints in'time. If there are mult'ple points in
'time, the estimation of the models discussed here are co plicat . See
Nerlove's (1971) paperlfor a discussion of the estimat'on time
serjes of cross sections.

'

/
i

..

. If we wish to estimatej(5) we run immediately into the problem of
Yt

-1
appearing on both sides of the equation. 'To estimate/this mode] we

first rewrite the function Solving for the current:ValUe of Y: 4.4

I

t
, t-1 ,..,

Y = a + (r+1)Y + (31Axi + f.2Ax2 + r+
k
Ax

k
+ u .

If Y
t-i

is considered a fixed exogenous fac. , then this equation can be
estimated directly and the parameters of c can be easily retrived. If yt-1

is endogenous, however, it will be quite/z1/ikely that there will be a
correlatipn between. its value an thexdiSturbance term thus rendering

\ ordinary least squares estimates inco,Sistent. For a discussion of this
,

issue we any standard econometrics Xt such aslKmenta (1971) or Theil (1971)

// ,

,,

--
2 t-13

The rate of change Is defined as: Wy Since

AY/Y = - Y
t1

)/Y
t1

= (Y /Yt-1 ).- T ,

--
we find that P,/Y ) is the rate of change in Y plus one:

(apt-1)

For an example of a study using this type of dependent variable-see Greenwood's
(1275) investigation of urban migration.

4/
To estimate (19) we take the natural logarthm of (20),

ln Yt = ln a + (P+1)1n(Yt-1) + .11n(AXI) + '21n(AX2) + e

wh ere e = ln u. If Y
t-1

is a fixed exogenous variable this equation can,be
estimated using ordinary least squares. See note #2 for a.further discussion
of this point and GreenwoOd's D975) study of,migratiori for an illustration '

of the usage of this functional form.
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